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To do me due delight,
Nor yield me any grace;
To do me due delight,
Nor yield me any grace;
To do me due delight,
Nor yield me any grace;

To see, to hear, to touch, to kiss, to die.

To see, to hear, to touch, to kiss,
To see, to hear, to touch, to kiss,
To see, to hear, to touch, to kiss,
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2. All the____ night______ my sleeps are full of
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2. All the night______ my sleeps are full of
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My eyes are full of streams.

dreams____ My eyes are full____ of streams.

dreams____ My eyes are full____ of streams.

dreams____ My eyes are full____ of streams.
My heart takes no delight.

To see the fruits and joys that some do find,
Her eyes of fire, her heart of flint is made.

(3rd verse)
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